V08290 - Amazing Planet: Mummies Unwrapped
Unwraps the secret of mummies and other ancient mysteries as the alien crew searches for hidden treasures in the Great Pyramids, ponder the purpose of Stonehenge, and discover deserted cities deep in the jungles of earth. Length: 52 minutes

V08350 - Ancient Civilizations for Children: Ancient Egypt
Examines the wonders of ancient Egypt, a civilization that began more than 5,000 years ago. Explores King Tut's tomb in the Valley of the Kings and the building of the pyramids and monuments. Shows how archeologists translated the Egyptian hieroglyphs after the discovery of the Rosetta Stone. Length: 23 minutes

V05647 - The Clegg Series: When Black Men Ruled the World, Part 1, Egypt During the Golden Age
Reveals little known facts about the history of people of African descent. Covers the African origin of the human race, the Black roots of Egyptian civilization and Egypt's cultural contribution to the Ancient World. Discusses the great black leaders of Egypt. Length: 30 minutes

H0057 - Cleopatra: the first woman of power (DVD)
Considers the legendary queen from the perspective of the Egyptians. Their records portray her as a visionary ruler and brilliant strategist, motivated not by wanton lust or greed but a genuine concern for her kingdom. Length: 50 minutes

V04217 - Egypt: Life Under the Pharaohs
Uses ancient paintings of everyday life from the tomb of an Egyptian nobleman to give an idea of the conditions and constraints of life under the pharaohs. Examines hieroglyphics as one of Egypt's greatest inventions and shows the influence of the Rosetta Stone in decoding this ancient form of communication. Looks at the role of the scribes and their importance to the ancient Egyptian civilization and its achievements. Length: 20 minutes

V08140 - Egypt: Quest for Eternity
Focuses upon the work of Egyptologists who record and examine the monuments of ancient Egypt, particularly those of Ramses II. Emphasizes that in many ways, Egypt has changed little since ancient times. Shows some of the methods and equipment used by Egyptologists. Length: 60 minutes

V08147 - Egypt: Secrets of the Pharaohs
Travels to the underground vaults of the pyramids as archeologists investigate how the pyramids were actually built. Watches as scientists discover how the bodies of the pharaohs were preserved, recreating the ancient ritual of mummification. Length: 60 minutes

E00407 - Egyptian Artifacts (Exhibit)
Contains museum-quality replicas of 7 artifacts from ancient Egypt. The replicas represent different periods of Egyptian history and many phases of Egyptian life: people, religion and the arts. Included are: statuette of a cat, a small Sphinx, a lion hunt scarab, a scribe, a stele of Ramses II as a child, a shawabti, and a bust of Queen Nofretete.

V09156 - Lost treasures of the ancient world: Ancient Egypt
Uses computer graphics to restore the ancient Egyptian temples at Al Karnak, Luxor and Abu Simnel and the Mortuary Temple of Hatshepsut. Length: 50 minutes

V09152 - Lost treasures of the ancient world: The Pyramids, jewels of the Nile
Presents on-location footage and graphic reconstructions of the Pyramids of Giza, the burial site of the mighty Pharaohs of Egypt. Length: 50 minutes

K02191 - Mesopotamia and Egypt (Kit)
Contains 13 artifacts representative of ancient Egyptian and Mesopotamian cultures. Included are: ointment vase, scarabaeus, weight measure, Babylonian cuneiform tablet, statue of a cat, engraved seal, Sumerian cuneiform tablet, hieroglyphic board, Apis bull, bull with human head, Nectanebo relief plate, Ushabti statue, King Marduk relief plate.

H00002 - Mysteries of Egypt (IMAX DVD)
Reenacts the building of the pyramids, the exploits of the pharaohs and the discovery of Tutankhamen's tomb, as Omar Sharif, in the role of the grandfather, takes his granddaughter on a tour of Egypt. Length: 40 minutes

C00082 - Pyramid Curriculum Package (Video Kit)
Depicts ancient Egypt and her people by incorporating animated storytelling with live-action documentary sequences presented by David Macaulay, author of Pyramid. Chronicles the building of the pyramid of King Khufu, called Cheops by the Greeks, who ruled during Egypt's Fourth Dynasty, circa 2500 B.C. Includes supplementary printed teaching material as well as a video resource tape.

V09341 - Tutankhamun: the last pharaoh
Documents the discovery of the tomb of the boy king, Tutankhamun, by English adventurer Howard Carter. Describes how Carter uncovered the clues that revealed the hidden labyrinth catacombs leading to the tomb. Achieving wealth and fame, Carter and his team were struck by tragedy believed to be the manifestation of The Curse of Tutankhamun. Length: 52 minutes

The Multimedia Library has additional titles on Egypt and other ancient civilizations. For a complete listing of what is available, please visit our website.

For more information on the services available from the Multimedia Library:
Adrienne Howard – 502.916.3228 / Fax: 503.916.3429 / ahoward@pps.k12.or.us

The Multimedia Library on the Internet: http://www-av.pps.k12.or.us
Selected books available from the Professional Library


Additional titles on this topic may be found in your school library.

Selected Web Sites on Ancient Egypt

- **Ancient Egypt.** [http://www.ancientegypt.co.uk/menu.html](http://www.ancientegypt.co.uk/menu.html) - Each section on this site has a story to read, information to explore, and a challenge to complete; from the British Museum.
- **Ancient Egypt.** [http://www.mrdowling.com/604egypt.html](http://www.mrdowling.com/604egypt.html) - Basic information about Ancient Egypt, with links to more information.
- **Ancient Egypt Webquest.** [http://www.iwebquest.com/egypt/ancientegypt.htm](http://www.iwebquest.com/egypt/ancientegypt.htm) - A webquest about Ancient Egyptian daily life, mummies, hieroglyphics, King Tut (Tutankhamen), games, and archeology.
- **Egypt.** [http://carlos.emory.edu/ODYSSEY/EGYPT/homepg.html](http://carlos.emory.edu/ODYSSEY/EGYPT/homepg.html) - Odyssey Online includes crisp, clickable photos and clear information about Egypt, with maps, teacher resources, and clickable links for pronunciation.
- **History and Civilization of Ancient Egypt.** [http://www.sis.gov.eg/public/yearbook96/YEARBOOK/CHAP02.HTM](http://www.sis.gov.eg/public/yearbook96/YEARBOOK/CHAP02.HTM) - This site covers information about Egypt from the time of the Pharaohs to the present day; from the Egyptian State Information Service.
- **The Rosetta Stone.** [http://www.kidskonnect.com/AncientEgypt/RosettaStone.html](http://www.kidskonnect.com/AncientEgypt/RosettaStone.html) - Provides a partial translation of the stones, as well as information on the translator, Jean-Francois Champollion.

All web sites are current at the printing of this publication.